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Stage 1: 
 Awareness

Stage 2: 
 Evaluating +

Understanding
Stage 3: 

 Developing +
Implementing

Stage 4: 
 Embodiment

Find	Your	Stage	for	your		 skill

This month we are focusing on prioritizing fun and pleasure. A skill
essential to living a life with JOY at its center.

Sterling	Parents

Prioritize Fun  

I am aware that joy is
not a byproduct of

"doing all the things,"
but rather the result

of prioritizing
enjoyment and fun.

I am learning ways to
prioritize fun without
guilt or feeling like I

have to "earn" it.

I regularly prioritize
fun and pleasure over

productivity and
pleasing others.

I have built a life that
prioritizes fun and
pleasure on a daily

basis. 



What stops you from prioritizing fun and pleasure? 
Write down everything you can think of and then determine is this a
limiting belief or an obstacle I want to get rid of? If yes, ask yourself

"How can I move past this limiting belief/obstacle?"

Let's	GetLet's	Get
RealReal



Fill	YourFill	Your
JarJar

In this activity you are going to define your Rocks, Pebbles, and Sand.
Rocks are the things that are most important to you these are your

non-negotiables (or what you want to be non-negotiable). Pebbles are
the secondary priorities, things that matter to you and you want to
find room for but aren't as important as the rocks. Sand is the stuff

that fits in the cracks when there's room.



Map	YourMap	Your
TimeTime

Fill	YourFill	Your
JarJar

Travel

 exercise

 sleep

Now that you've filled your jar and defined your priorities, it's time to
take a look at how you want to spend the most precious commodity
on earth = TIME. Where do you want to spend more time? Where do

you want to spend less? This is a time to DREAM, not a time to be
practical (that comes later). Don't worry about shoulds, or "but I need
to..." right now. On the previous page, mark the priorities you want to

spend more time on. Mark the things you want to spend less time on. 

In this activity you are going to define your Rocks, Pebbles, and Sand.
Rocks are the things that are most important to you these are your

non-negotiables (or what you want to be non-negotiable). Pebbles are
the secondary priorities, things that matter to you and you want to
find room for but aren't as important as the rocks. Sand is the stuff

that fits in the cracks when there's room.

Family Career

housework

Friends

reading

paying bills etc

shopping
volunteering learning to knit
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Okay you have defined priorities. You have determined where you want
to spend your time. Now, it's time infuse some fun and pleasure into both

the areas where you want to spend more time, and the areas you don't.
But first let's discuss pleasure. Pleasure, as we use it inside Sterling

Parents, is different than fun. Prioritizing pleasure might look like a silky
pair of pajamas, a nice face cream, a beautiful flower arrangement, or a
mindful walk at sunset... not something people would typically call fun,
but can bring about JOY nonetheless. Centering joy  means prioritizing

both the fun and the pleasure in your life. 



List	everything	in	which	you	want	to	invest	more	time.
Then	brainstorm	ways	to	do	so	that	are	also	fun	or

pleasurable	for	you.
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Marked for more time Ways to include fun and/or pleasure

exercise do a 2 week exercise challenge with a
friend and go to dinner once it's done



List	everything		you	want	to	spend	less	time	doing.	If	this	is
something	that	you	must	do,	brainstorm	ways	to	include	fun

and/or	pleasure.	If	it's	not	a	must,	brainstorm	ways	to
decrease	the	amount	of	time	you	spend	on	it.
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Ways to include fun and/or pleasure 
(or ways to spend less time) Marked for less time

grocery
shopping listen to murder mystery podcast while shopping
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Next step: make some of these ideas
a reality. Pick a few that seem the
most doable and commit to doing

them this month!!
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